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ABSTRACT: Extraction–Transformation–Loading (ETL) tools are fraction of software which extract the data from 

various sources, and then it clean, customize, reformat, and integrate the data and insert into a data warehouse. ETL 

process in data warehousing is responsible for pick the data out from the operational systems and fixed it into the data 

warehouse. Construction of  the ETL process is one of the bulky tasks of construct a warehouse. In this paper , an 

attempt is done  to explain the ETL process, ETL testing challenges and ETL testing techniques. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Data from various operational systems has to be extracted and used into the information warehouse regularly so it can 

achieve its purpose of simplify business analysis.  Data warehouse provides a brand-new collective information base for 

business intelligence by integrating, rearranging and increase great deal of knowledge on many systems. ETL is the 

process of extracting data from operational systems and settling it into the data warehouse. The processes and tasks of 

ETL have been well-known for past years, and are not unique to data warehouse environments  for any business all 

proprietary applications and database systems are the IT backbone as shown in Figure 1.. Data should be shared 

between those applications or required systems, trying to mix them. This data sharing was mostly addressed by 

mechanisms almost like what we now call ETL. 

 

II. ETL PROCESS 
  
After performing all the operations of ETL process, the data from the source system gets loaded into Data Warehouse 

system. ETL process is performed in the three operations as  

i)To extract the information and required data from operational system which   might be any kind of relational database 

like Microsoft SQL, My SQL, IBM DB and oracle. 
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ii)Transforms the data and information for performing data cleansing operations  

iii)Loads the data to  store into the Data Warehouse.  

In simple terms , it is a process to extract data from different sources, transform the data into a usable and trusted 

resource, and load that data into the target systems,  so that end-users can access them and use them to solve business 

problems. 

 
Fig1. : ETL Process 

 
2.1 Extraction Process : In extraction process, the needed data is analysed and pulled up from one or more 

different sources, such as database systems and applications.The size of the extracted data can be from hundreds of 

kilobytes up to gigabytes. It totally depends  on the source system and the business situations. The extract process 

should be built such as it does not negatively affect to the source system in terms of performance, response time or any 

type of locking.  Extraction methods are of the types like Logical Extraction Method and  Physical Extraction Method 

 

Further logical extraction is divided into Update notification, Incremental extract and Full extract: 

 
i)Update notification - If the source system provides us a notification that a record has been changed and explain the 

changes, this is the simplest way to get the data. 

 
ii)Incremental extract - Some systems are not be able to provide a notification that a change has occurred, but they are 

able to find out which records have been updated and provide an extract of that records. 

 
iii)Full extract - Some systems are not able to find out which data has been updated at all, so a full extract is the only 

way where we can get the data out of the system. The full extract depends upon keeping a copy of the last extract in the 

same format in order to be able to find out the modifications. Full extract also handles deletions. 

Physical Extraction is further divided into : 

 
i)Online Extraction: -The data is retrieved directly from the source system itself. The extraction process can be 

connecting directly to the source system to access the source tables or to a central systemthat stores the data in a pre-

defined manner (for example, snapshotlogs or change tables). The central system is not physically differingfrom the 

source system. 

 

ii)  Off-line Extraction: - The data is not pulled up or extracted directlyfrom the source system but it is explicitly 

organized out of the originalsource system. The data already has an existing structure (such as,redo logs, archive logs) or 

was created by an extraction routine.When using Incremental or Full extracts, the extract recurrence isextremely 

important.  Especially for full extracts; the data volumescan be in tens of gigabytes. 

 
2.2 Transformation : In this process the data  is transformed into the applicable format that canbe easily stored into a 

Data Warehouse system. Transformation processassociate with applying calculations, DML operation, joins, constraint, 

primary key and foreign keys on the data. For example, if you want average of total annuity, you will apply average 

formula in transformation and load the data.  

2.3 Loading : In this process, data is loaded  into   the   targetmultidimensional structure,  extracted and 

transformeddata is stored into the dimensional structures accessed by the end usersand application systems. 
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III.TESTING TECHNIQUES OF ETL  
 
Commonly used ETL testing techniques are discussed below :  

i)Production Validation Testing : 
To Perform Analytical Reporting and Analysis, Maintaining the accuracy   of data is important aspect. 

Production Validating testing performs on data which is sent to the production system. It includes information analysis 

in the system and then compare it with the source data of the system. It is also called as Table balancing or Production 

reconciliation. 

i)Source-to-target Data Testing : If tester wants to validate data values between the source and target system then they 

can use Source-to-target testing. It checks for value of data after transformation in the system source & the interrelated 

target system values. 

ii).Source-to-target Count Testing :It includes checking amount of information in source and target systems. This 

testing does not include analysis of the data in target system.  

iii)Data Integration / Threshold Value Validation Testing : It analyses data series where every origin part in target 

system is verified if values are as per the desired results. Data integration in target system from number of source 

systems included after transformation and loading. 

iv)Data Check and Constraint Testing:This testing is used to verify many checks constraints like data length check, 

data type check, and index check. In this type of testing,  Tester performs the tasks like Foreign Key, Primary Key, 

NULL, NOT NULL & UNIQUE. 

v)Application Migration Testing : Application migration testing is   performed automatically whenever we verify   

data from previous application to current application. If data pulled up from previous application is same as current 

application system, then we use this type of testing and it saves a lot of time. 

vi)Duplicate Data Check Testing :When there is huge amount of data in the target system, it can cause the incorrect 

data in Analytical testing and the possibilities of having duplicate information in the production system are found.  

vii)Data Quality Testing :This testing is used to test the data quality and tests number check, date check, null check, 

precision check, etc. To address invalid characters, wrong upper- or lower-case order etc.   

viii)Data Transformation Testing :This testing is time consuming and it uses multiple SQL queries for each row to 

verify the transformation rules. For each tuple in the table,  the tester needs to run SQL queries so target data can be 

compared with results. 

ix)Incremental Testing :To use this testing technique, Insert, delete and Update statements should run as same as the 

desired output. Incremental testing check from old and new data and  it performs step by step order.  

x)Retesting :Retesting is applied at the time when we execute the test after completing the codes.  

xi)System Integration Testing :System integration testing plays important role in verifying the parts of a system one 

by one and after that adding the modules in the system. System integration is of three types: hybrid, top down, and 

bottom up. 

xii)Regression Testing: It is used to insert new functionality, which in turn supports the tester to search new errors, 

after that tester can do desired changes in data transformation and aggregation rules.  

xiii)Navigation Testing : This testing is also called as front-end testing of the system and used to verify all the factors 

of the front-end according to the end user requirement.   

 
IV. ETL TESTING CHALLENGES 

 
ETL testing and database testing both are different and we haveto face many challenges   during ETL testing process.  

Some common challenges which is listed below. 

 It is very complicated to perform ETL testing in the objective systemwhen Dataware system contains real data, so 

the size of data can betoo vast. 

 Wrong, insufficient or repeated data can be in database. 

 Data may be disappearing throughout the ETL process. 

 ETL testers do not know the consumer outline demands and tradeout flow of data. 
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V. COMPARISON OF ALL ETL TESTING TECHNIQUES  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 
ETL processes are considered as very critical problem.  Value and convolution are the two tags in which ETL is 

identified. By considering the importance of  ETL processes, the paper is focused on ETL with  the backstage of Data 

Warehouse  and it shows the research efforts and opportunities and challenges related to ETL and their testing 

techniques. It facilitates the tester for selection of best ETL techniques that can be used and provides various challenges 

related to ETL processes. In future, more focus will be given on to apply checks with constraints. This paper will show 

new challenges regarding ETL testing and help people in research opportunities related to ETL process of data 

warehouse.  
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